Abstract. We are concerned with first order theories of operations, based on combinatory logic and extended with the type W of binary words. The theories include forms of "positive" and "bounded" induction on W and naturally characterize primitive recursive and polytime functions (respectively).
§1. Introduction. In this paper, we deal with theories of abstract computable operations, underlying the so-called explicit mathematics, introduced by Feferman in the midseventies as a logical frame to formalize Bishop's style constructive mathematics ( [18] , [19] ). Following a common usage, these theories are termed applicative, since they primarily axiomatize structures, which are closed under a general binary operation of application (so that all objects represent abstract programs and self-application is allowed).
The most important feature of applicative systems is that they include forms of combinatory logic or untyped lambda calculus, and hence they are far more general than bounded arithmetical systems in the sense of Buss [9] . In particular, applicative theories have the strongest expressive power, as they comprise a Turing complete (functional) language, and they can justify suitably controlled recursion principles, without having to add them as primitive.
Although applicative systems are definitionally very strong, it has recently turned out that typical results from bounded arithmetic and the so called intrinsic (or implicit) approach to computational complexity 1 , can be lifted to these systems (see ([29] , [30] , [13] , [11] ).
Our starting point is given by two natural applicative theories PR and PT, which are considered in [30] . There it is shown that the recursive content of PR coincides with the class of primitive recursive functions, while PT characterizes the class of polytime operations.
We strengthen Strahm's results in two directions: (i) we include principles of choice and uniformity in weak applicative systems; (ii) we study intuitionistic applicative theories and the relations with their classical counterparts.
As to the first direction, we consider an axiom Pos-AC W , stating that every positive 2 binary relation on binary words and total on W is uniformized by an operation of type W → W . Pos-AC W implies among others that our systems contain a weak version of second order arithmetic (recursive comprehension becomes interpretable in our theories). We also study a new principle Pos-UP of positive uniformity, which is characteristic of the present framework 3 . It states that if we have a positive relation R such that (∀x)(∃y ∈ W )R(x, y), then (∃y ∈ W )(∀x)R(x, y). As it will be seen below, Pos-UP holds in the term model of our theory. It conveys the (topological) idea that W is a discrete subspace within the full space of operations 4 . Concerning the second direction of research, intuitionistic applicative systems having at least the strength of Peano arithmetic, are well known from the extant literature (besides Feferman's source work, cf. [32] , [5] ), but not much is known about intuitionistic fragments of applicative theories. In particular, if induction (on numbers or on binary notations) is restricted to special classes of formulas, e.g. positive or bounded formulas, there are additional genuine difficulties, which suggest a closer investigation of techniques for comparing classical with constructive systems. We will show that an elegant constructivization method, due to Coquand, Hofmann [15] and Avigad [2] , can be lifted from fragments of arithmetical theories to applicative frameworks. Furthermore, we are led to investigate extensions to weak intuitionistic systems of non-standard realizability techniques, used so far in [22] , [30] , [11] , but only for interpreting positive statements of classical theories.
Let us briefly survey the content of the paper. § §1-2 introduce an extension PRTC of Strahm's PR by means of positive choice and a truth predicate T , closed under ∧, ∨, ∀, ∃ and satisfying Tarski's biconditional for atomic formulas. Roughly, the theory describes an extensional total combinatory algebra with an embedded structure, the algebra W of binary words. As to W , induction on binary words is admitted for positive conditions only.
§3 is devoted to the intended semantics: the ground structure is the socalled open term model (see [4] ). It is shown that, although closed under 2 'Positive' means 'definable by an implication free formula'. 3 Of course, we have been guided by analogy with the uniformity principle for numbers in the context of the intuitionistic theory of species, cf. [32] , p.234-237. 4 These ideas could be made precise by assigning to the term model of our applicative theories the so-called Visser topology ( [4] , ch.17), under which the space becomes (hyper)connected, every definable operation is continuous, and W turns out to be a discrete subspace of the whole space. It would then immediately follow that definable operations sending arbitrary objects into elements of W are constant. Now Pos-UP obviously implies this fact and can also be regarded as a logical generalization of it.
universal quantification, T has a recursively enumerable interpretation, which is an important source for the realizability interpretation in later sections. This is also the key for observing that positive uniformity and an internal version of the classical law CD ("of constant domains") (∀x)(A ∨ B) → A ∨ (∀x)B (with x / ∈ F V (A)) hold in the term model. §4 spells out a few consequences of the system; among them, it interprets the fragment RCA 0 of recursive analysis (in the sense of [28] ; so it subsumes standard Σ 1 -induction for arithmetical formulas) and it justifies a "second recursion theorem" for positive predicates.
§5 provides an interpretation of PRTC with positive uniformity into a "quasiintuitionistic theory". The step requires a preliminary application of the double negation translation, on the assumption of a stability principle TS, having the form ¬¬T a → T a. In order to eliminate TS, we devise a generalized "Friedman-Dragalin" translation, which can be nicely presented as a forcing interpretation f A. For fragments of arithmetic, this was discovered by Coquand and Hofmann, and Avigad ([15] , and [2] ). In our case, adapting the method is not straightforward; in particular, conditions must encode arbitrary positive formulas and we must be able to quantify over them. It is exactly at this point that we exploit the truth predicate T . Unfortunately, this step does not provide the conclusive constructive interpretation: it still depends on (positive instances) of the classical law CD in the case A is a universal formula.
Getting rid of CD, choice and uniformity is the main task of §6. We apply a somewhat non-standard formalized realizability interpretation ρ r A, where, in particular, ρ counts as a realizer of a universal statement (∀x)A exactly when ρ realizes each instance A(t), and hence it does not depend on t, as in the standard case. The ∀-clause is essential for eliminating the law of constant domains and the uniformity axiom. As a byproduct, the classical theory PRTC is reduced to an intuitionistic version of Strahm's PR, augmented with positive truth.
§7 yields the final upper bound on the recursive content of the theory; this can be obtained by combination of cut elimination with positive realizability. As a result, we have the expected invariance: provably total operations define only primitive recursive operations.
In § §8-9 we show that also the recursive content of the system PT is not altered by adding choice, uniformity and truth axioms. PT is characterized by notation induction for (generalized) Σ b 1 -formulas, i.e. those of the form: (∃x ≤ t)B, where B is positive combinatory (it does not contain W nor T ). Formally, the principle mimicks a corresponding schema of bounded arithmetic (cf. [9] ). But it should be stressed that the applicative principle genuinely extends its arithmetical counterpart: Σ b 1 -applicative formulas possibly include universal unbounded quantifiers on the ground universe and are not decidable in general. Consequently, the classification theorems obtained are stronger than the corresponding results for bounded arithmetical systems.
Computing the recursive content of PTTC is not entirely a routine repetition of the treatment for PRTC. There are two noticeable differences. First of all, we rely upon an external non-formalized realizability interpretation, which has a distinctive infinitary character. In addition, the forcing interpretation of Σ b 1 -notation induction does not translate into an instance of the same schema; but it requires an apparently stronger principle for conditions of the form A(x) ∨ C, A being Σ b 1 , C positive (and x / ∈ F V (C)). Yet it is possible to carry out a modified realizability of the intuitionistic system PT with choice, uniformity, the law of constant domain CD and extended Σ 2.1. Syntactical preliminaries. The language L W comprises: (i) countably many individual variables x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , . . . ; (ii) logical constants →, ∧, ∨, ∃, ∀; (iii) predicate symbols W (binary words), T (abstract truth), = (equality); (iv) individual constants K, S (basic combinators); P AIR (ordered pair operation), LEF T (left projection), RIGHT (right projection); D (definition by cases on W ), (empty sequence), S 0 , S 1 (successors), P W (predecessor), c ⊆ (testing the initial subsequence relation), * (word concatenation) and × (word multiplication); (v) the binary function symbol Ap (application operation).
L W will also comprise dotted constants∀,∃,∧,∨, naming the positive logical constants, and= naming the equality predicate.
Terms are inductively defined from variables and constants by means of application Ap. We use x, y, z, u, v, w, f, g as syntactical variables; t, t , s, s , r, r range over terms. We write (ts) instead of Ap(t, s); outer brackets are usually omitted, while missing ones are restored by associating to the left. We adopt abbreviations for special terms: (t, s) := P AIRts (the ordered pair composed by t and s); (t) 0 := LEF T t (the left projection of t) and (t) 1 := RIGHT t (the right projection of t). We let S 0 ( ) := 0, S 1 ( ) := 1 and in general t − := P Rt, t0 := S 0 t, t1 := S 1 t. BIN is the least set X of terms, which comprises and is closed under successors S 0 , S 1 : if t ∈ X, then (S 0 t) ∈ X and (S 1 t) ∈ X. In general, we can identify BIN with the set of binary words. Formally, if α is any binary word, α will designate the corresponding term ('binary numeral') of BIN .
As usual [4] , we can introduce lambda abstraction: for each term t and variable x, there is a term λx.t such that (λx.t)s := t[x := s] holds (provably in the theory to be defined below) and F V (λx.t) = F V (t − {x}); F V (t) is the set of variables occurring free in t.
Formulas are inductively generated by means of logical operators and quantifiers from atomic formulas (atoms in short) having the form t = s, W t and T t. We usually write t ∈ W instead of W t and t ⊆ s (≡ "t is a subword of s") instead of c ⊆ ts = 0.
Negation is introduced by letting ¬A := A → ⊥, where ⊥ := K = S. A formula A is positive iff A is inductively generated from atoms of the form t = s, t ∈ W, T t by means of ∧, ∨, ∀, ∃ (so → does not occur in A).
If A is positive, we inductively define an operation A → [A] such that [A] is a term whose free variables are exactly the free variables of A:
λx.
[A] can be regarded as the term designating the propositional function defined by the formula A. This technical feature is important since it allows direct self-reference (to be contrasted with indirect self-reference, based on standard gödelnumberings and appropriate substitution functions). The given language can interpret naive set theory, as follows:
We also let:
Assume that A 1 , . . . A k+1 are arbitrary formulas, where the free variables of each A i occur exactly in the list x i :
Of course, if A(x) ≡ (x ∈ W ), we have the standard notations for operations of binary words (e.g. f :
2.2. The theory PRTC. PRTC is the first-order theory, comprising classical first-order logic and finitely many axioms listed below, which characterize (i) the structure W of binary words as embedded in a total combinatory algebra; (ii) a natural notion of positive self-referential truth. In addition, PRTC is equipped with a positive induction axiom and a principle of positive choice. Our framework PRTC can be regarded as a natural extension of Strahm's system PR (see [30] ).
Combinatory logic with extensionality C.1 Kxy = x;
Pairing and projections
Closure, binary successors and predecessor
Initial subword relation
The axioms concerning * and × are redundant under the axiom of positive induction below, but we include them from the beginning, as they are needed later for the weaker system based on Σ b 1 -induction.
TA W (Truth axioms):
LOG (Independence) Let LOG 1 = {Ẇ ,∀,∃} and LOG 2 = {∧,∨,=}. Then:
In the following, it will be important to consider a few subtheories of PRTC:
where classical logic is replaced by intuitionistic logic; (ii) PRT i is PRTC i without the axiom of choice; (iii) PR i is the subsystem of PRT i , which omits the truth axioms.
Remark 1. That the provably total functions of PRT i are the primitive recursive functions, already follows from [12] . There are two differences with the present context, however. The first one is inessential in presence of positive induction (in [12] the ground type is the set of natural numbers). The second one is more important; T can also be applied to negated equations, i.e. it is required that T [x = y] ↔ x = y. The proof of [12] relies upon a combination of asymmetric interpretation, cut elimination and formalized semantics within IΣ 1 and the fact that this system proves induction also for boolean combinations of Σ 1 -formulas.
As we shall see, the truth axioms ensure that we can define certain predicates by fixed point constructions, in harmony with what happens at the level of operations. In particular our system can be regarded as a fixed point theory, in the sense of Feferman [20] , of strength PRA. §3. The term model. We specify as intended semantics of the applicative (i.e. T -free) part of the system the so-called open term model M(λη + ) of the extended untyped lambda calculus λη + with extensionality λη + is the equational theory which extends standard λη-conversion by means of the obvious natural equations for the additional constants 6 (predecessor, projections, concatenation, etc.); λη + is known to be consistent by verifying the Church-Rosser theorem for an extended version of λη-reduction (cf. [4] , [13] ).
The interpretation of the T -free language is fixed by the following clauses:
1. the universe is the set of all terms and application is simply syntactical application; 2. K and S are interpreted as the lambda terms λyλx.y and λxλyλz.xz(yz) (respectively), while the remaining constants are "interpreted onto themselves"; 3. = is interpreted as the congruence relation ≈ induced by equational provability in λη + (or, if you like, by the extended notion of 'reduction to a common reduct'); 4. the predicate W is interpreted with the set W of all terms t, such that λη + t = α, for some α (α being the term canonically designating the binary word α). In order to assign a denotation to T , let T (x, P ) be the formula describing the recursive clauses for partial self-referential truth, i.e.
Clearly T (x, P ) is a positive operator form in the applicative language expanded with P (P being a unary fresh predicate) and hence it defines a monotone operator Γ from the open term model into itself; if X is a subset of (the universe of) M(λη + ) 7 :
It follows that the set F IX of all Γ-fixed points (those subsets X of the open term models satisfying Γ(X) = X) is non-empty. In particular, T min ∈ F IX, where T min is the least fixed point of F IX, and, by transfinite recursion:
ON is the class of ordinals, but we now show that ON can be collapsed to ω. First of all, by adapting well-known theorems of pure lambda calculus, we have: Lemma 1. W and the relation ≈ on M(λη + ) are recursively enumerable, but not recursive.
Below we fix a polytime pairing function J with polytime projections π 0 , π 1 , under which W is closed 8 . For the sake of simplicity, we do not distinguish between the given functions J, π 0 , π 1 and the closed terms representing them in the applicative language L W . Definition 1. We inductively define an abstract finitary derivability relation d m t, where d ∈ W, m ∈ ω, t is an arbitrary term, by means of a set of introduction rules; m plays the role of a length measure: Lemma 2 (Inversion). The rules inductively generating d t are invertible 9 .
. We only consider two cases. If we have applied the ID-rule, the claim follows from the corresponding substitution property for λη +10 . If we have applied the ∀-rule, we have for some k < m and e ∈ W:
Pick any term s and choose z / ∈ F V (a[x]t[x]su). Since k < m and u is not free in a[x], we obtain by induction hypothesis and substituting u with z in a[x]u:
Again by induction hypothesis:
By the substitution lemma for λη + applied to (2), we have:
= s]), we conclude:
T min is recursively enumerable, but not recursive.
Proof. (i) is immediate by inspection, while (iii) follows with (i) and (ii).
As to (ii), we must check, for all m, d, t:
This easily follows by induction on m with lemma 3 and the fact that T min is Γ-closed. Similarly, using T min ⊆ Γ(T min ), one verifies, for all m, t:
By application of inversion, we easily obtain 11 :
Lemma 5. The lemma implies that a truth-theoretic version T-CD of the (classically valid) logical law of ∀ ∨-distributivity
is constructively acceptable in our interpretation of self-referential truth as T re . This is will be exploited at a later stage. Furthermore, ( * * ) implies that a principle of positive uniformity on W
is validated by the open term model. Definition 2. S is the system PRTC+T-UP+T-CD. S i is the intuitionistic version of S.
T min is a model of S(even with the notation induction schema on W for arbitrary formulas).
Proof. By construction and the previous lemmata, it remains to check the positive axiom of choice for W . Assume the term model satisfies
By lemma 4, the relation R on W such that
is recursively enumerable. Hence, by assumption on R and the selection theorem for r.e. sets, there exists a recursive choice function F :
By λ-definability of recursive functions, there exists a term f such that (∀x ∈ W )(f x ∈ W )T (tx(f x))) §4. Elementary Consequences. That our system captures at least the primitive recursive operations, is easily implied by a straight interpretability argument. First of all, recall that we can use the standard fixed point theorem of combinatory logic to solve recursive equations:
Lemma 6. There exists a closed term Y such that (provably in pure combinatory logic):
Hence by by positive notation induction on W:
Lemma 7 (Predicative primitive recursion). PRT i proves that there exists a closed term R W such that, if A(x) is an arbitrary formula, then:
morevover, if we assume A(x) and y ∈ W , and we let hxy = R W f gxy,
Hence by lemma 7:
The system PRT i proves a corresponding second recursion theorem for (positive) predicates. According to the definitions of 2.1, membership and class abstraction (at least for positive formulas) make sense in our language.
(ii) if A(x, y) is positive , then there exists a term I A , such that PRT i proves:
Proof. (i) The truth axioms imply the schema (for A positive):
Then positive comprehension follows by definition of class abstraction and β-conversion.
(ii): choose I A = Y (λy.{x | A(x, y)}). Then apply (i) and lemma 6. Let
By Pos-AC W and classical logic, we easily obtain:
Proposition 2 establishes a link between PRTC and the well-known fragment RCA 0 of second order arithmetic, based on recursive comprehension and Σ 1 -induction (for details, see Simpson's monograph [28] ). Indeed, it is possible to prove with lemma 7 and proposition 2:
Proposition 3. RCA 0 is interpretable in PRTC. §5. Interpreting the theory in a constructive one. The result of this section is an interpretation of the theory S (definition 2, §3) in its intuitionistic counterpart S i . This step is carried out in two stages: we first embed S in the intuitionistic system S i extended with a stability axiom TS. We then get rid of TS via a forcing interpretation, which essentially hinges upon the principle T-CD of the previous section. By a suitable version of abstract realizability, we finally get rid of T-CD itself, choice and T-UP.
5.1. Negative translation.
Definition 4. The Gödel-Gentzen double-negation translation A → A N is inductively defined by stipulating:
We recall that PRTC i stands for the theory PRTC with intuitionistic logic.
We cannot simply interpret PRTC into its intuitionistic version PRTC i via the double negation translation, since the image of positive induction under the map A → A N is not an instance of positive induction. Thus we proceed with a preliminary step and introduce the axiom TS of truth stability 13 :
Lemma 8. Positive formulas are stable and invariant under the negative translation, i.e. PRT i +TS proves:
Proof. ( * ) is a consequence of TS and the Tarski schema (T) for positive formulas (cf. proposition 1). As to ( * * ), it follows by induction with intuitionistic logic and ( * ).
If S is the system introduced in definition 2, we have:
Moreover, S and S i + TS have the same provably total functions.
Proof. The first claim is well known for the logical part. That the negative translations of the applicative axioms together with Pos-I W , T-AC W , TA W , T-UP and T-CD are provable, is immediate by the previous lemma. The second claim follows from the first part with ( * ).
5.2. Eliminating truth stability: the forcing interpretation.
Definition 5. (i) Let g, h stand for arbitrary variables; we let
(ii) We inductively assign to every formula A a formula f A, where f does not occur in A:
Of course, by definition of negation, PRT i proves:
Lemma 10 (≤ T -properties, provable in PRT i ). (i) ≤ T is a partial ordering, which is closed under inf (greatest lower bound); in particular, for every f , g, there exists h such that (1)
The verification of (i) is immediate by standard (positive) logic, choosing h = f∨g and applying the T-axiom for disjunction.
Lemma 11 ("Law of constant domains" for positive formulas). If A, B are positive and x / ∈ F V (A), PRT i +T-CD proves:
Proof. Apply the positive Tarski schema (T), (T-CD), and (T.3).
If A is arbitrary, 
we successively obtain, with (iii) and the T-schema for positive truth:
Ad (v): induction on A.
(ii) Moreover, if S i + TS proves (∀x ∈ W )(∃y ∈ W )T (axy), the same formula is provable in S i . Hence S and S i have the same provably total functions.
Proof. We first check (ii). By (i), S i proves, for arbitrary f : f ∀x ∈ W )(∃y ∈ W )T (axy)
By the truth axioms, there exists h satisfying
T h ↔ (∃y ∈ W )T (axy)
Choosing f = h, we easily obtain the conclusion. (i): the proof is by induction on the length of the proof of A in S i + TS. For definitess, we may assume that the logical axioms and rules are given in Hilbert style and are those listed in [32] , p.69. Truth stability is validated by lemma 12 (iv), while logical rules and axioms are easily checked (in particular, ⊥ → A is forced with the help of lemma 12, (v)). The interpretation of truth axioms, T-UP, T-CD, the applicative axioms (including those on combinators, pairing and projections, binary successors, predecessor, extensionality, etc.) and Pos-I W essentially follows with the help of lemma 12 (i). Let us verify T-AC W . So assume
By (4) and lemma 12, for every x and h ≤ T f ,
which implies by T-axioms, intuitionistic logic, since W is non-empty, for all h ≤ T f : (∀x ∈ W )(∃y)((y ∈ W ∧ T (axy)) ∨ T h), (∀x ∈ W )(∃y)(y ∈ W ∧ (T (axy) ∨ T h)), By T-AC W , choosing h := f , there exists g such that
Pick an arbitrary h ≤ T f and assume h x ∈ W . If x ∈ W , by (6),
If the first disjunct holds, then h gx ∈ W ∧ T (ax(gx)). If T f holds, we have T h (as h ≤ T f ), whence trivially h gx ∈ W ∧ T (ax(gx)).
Therefore we have proved that f forces the conclusion of the axiom of choice. §6. Abstract internal realizability: eliminating AC W , UP and CD. Henceforth we work in the system PRT i , the intuitionistic subsystem of PRTC without the positive axiom of choice. We will define a realizability interpretation of S i into PRT i . In order to realize truth atoms and axioms, we need a formal version of the relation d t (definition 1). Indeed, by the fixed point property of proposition 1, we have, with the help of the polytime pairing function J of section 3:
Lemma 13. There exists a formula d ι a (of the form T t(d, a), for some term t(x, y)), such that provably in PRT i :
The independence properties of the dotted logical operators immediately imply in PRT i :
, where x / ∈ F V (A) is defined by induction on the complexity of A:
AC W is the schema: if A is an arbitrary formula,
UP is the schema: if A is an arbitrary formula,
CD is the classically valid schema: if A, B are arbitrary, x / ∈ F V (A),
Lemma 15 (Realizing W -choice and UP). If A is an instance of AC W or UP, then (λx.x) ur A, provably in PRT i .
Proof. We argue informally in PRT i . We temporarily let ρ, ϕ range over realizers. In order to prove the choice schema, assume ρ ur (∀x ∈ W )(∃y ∈ W )A(x, y) By the implication clause and the atomic clause for (x ∈ W ), we obtain, for arbitrary x:
x ∈ W → ρx ur (∃y ∈ W )A(x, y)
By definition of ur -realizability for ∃, ∧, if (x ∈ W ), there exists some s such that:
Then s = (ρx) 0 ; hence, if we let f = λx.(ρx) 0 , we obtain by substitution and β-conversion, for all x ∈ W :
By successive applications of realizability for ∀ and ∃, we finally obtain:
As to the uniformity principle in its general form, assume that ρ satisfies ρ ur (∀x)(∃y ∈ W )A(x, y)
Apply realizability for ∀, ∃, and ∧; then for every x, there exists some s, such that:
(ρ) 0 ur (s ∈ W ) ∧ (ρ) 1 urA(x, s) Hence s = (ρ) 0 , independently on x; by substitution, we obtain, uniformly in x:
(ρ) 1 ur A(x, (ρ) 0 ) It immediately follows that ρ also realizes the consequent of UP.
Remark 2. Trivially, UP is inconsistent with the law of excluded middle; indeed (x = 0 ∨ x = 0) implies (∀x)(∃y ∈ W )(x = y).
However, as we already know, the positive version Pos-UP of UP is true in the open term model. Pos-UP is a consequence of a reflection schema W-Ref
where ≤ is the length ordering on binary words and A is positive in W , i.e. A is inductively generated from atoms of the form t = s, ¬t = s, t ∈ W by means of quantifiers, ∧, ∨. The analogue of W-Ref for natural numbers is studied in [12] . A principle related to Pos-UP is also considered by Minari [26] in the context of a suitable theory of types and names.
Theorem 3 (Internal Realizability). Assume PRT i +CD+UP+AC W A . Then there exists a closed term ϕ A such that PRT i (∀ x)(ϕ A ur A( x)), ( x being a list including all free variables of A).
Proof. The realizability of the logical axioms and rules is standard 15 . In particular, due to the trivial behaviour of realizability on quantifiers, the quantifier axioms and rules are trivially realized by λx.x. 15 The propositional axioms are dealt with in much the same way as in [32] . E.g. in order to realize the disjunction axiom,
one exploits definition by cases on W and relies upon the fact that if ρ ur A ∨ B, then ρ 0 ∈ W . AC W , UP: a fortiori from the previous lemma. Truth axioms: this step essentially hinges upon the properties of d ι a. Again we can choose the identity operation as realizer. We give an example;
CD: if ρ realizes the antecedent of CD, (ρ) 0 = 0 or (ρ) 0 = 1, independently on x (by the uniform realizability condition for ∀). This readily implies that ρ is also a realizer of the conclusion of CD. Ad Pos-I W : assume that ρ realizes the premiss of positive induction, and hence that there are ρ 0 , ρ 1 realizing T a and (∀x ∈ W )(T ax − → T ax). Define
But ρ ι a has the form T t(a, x) and ρ ι a implies ρ ∈ W . Then Pos-I W yields that F ρx ur T ax, for every x ∈ W and hence F is the required realizer.
By induction on A, it is immediate to see that
The preceding theorem and the lemma imply
(ii) PRT i +CD+UP+AC W , S and PRT i have the same provably total functions. §7. The recursive content of PRT i . We combine cut elimination and external positive realizability (in the style already used by [30] , [11] and inspired by Leivant [22] ). We first embed PRT i into a sequent calculus, such that every derivation of a positive sequent can effectively be transformed into a quasi-normal derivation, i.e. it only contains cuts on positive formulas. This preliminary step has the effect of reducing the "higher type" realizers 16 implicit in the internal interpretation of the previous section to objects of ground type. We are then in the position of applying realizability to positive sequents and we get the conclusive estimate.
Proof-theoretic preliminaries.
First of all, we consider an intuitionistic Gentzen-style version of PRT i (for which we adopt the same name).
The Gentzen-style calculus PRT i derives sequents of the form Γ ⇒ ∆, where Γ, ∆ are (possibly empty) multisets of formulas. It includes: (i) the standard logical inferences for intuitionistic connectives, quantifiers, cut, contraction (see the system G2i of [31] ); (ii) sequent style reformulations of the axioms for the basic constants (combinators, definition by cases on W, pairing and projections, binary successors and predecessor, word concatenation and multiplication, initial subword test); (iii) sequent style reformulations of the T -axioms; (iv) the Pos-I W rule:
. It is not so important to specify the sequent style form of each PRT i -axiom; the crucial property is that they can be presented in the form of sequents where the main formulas are positive. For instance, the axiom of extensionality and the axiom of truth elimination on disjunction, correspond to the sequents:
If we assign to each formula A a rank rk(A), measuring the complexity of A over its positive subformulas (so that rk(A) = 0 if A is positive), we can prove by fairly standard methods: 1 and ρ 1 pr B) ); ρ pr (∃x)A ⇔ ρ pr A(t), for some term t ;
From the substitution lemma for d a, we easily derive a corresponding property for realizability:
Definition 8. (i) Let Γ := {A 1 , . . . , A n }, where every A i with 1 ≤ i ≤ n is positive. We define:
(ii) Γ a ⇒ C a means that the free variables of Γ ⇒ C occur in the list a.
By 'realizer' we simply understand a binary word ρ; ρ, σ, ρ , σ , ϕ etc. range over realizers, while ρ, σ, ρ , σ , ϕ etc., designate vectors of realizers.
Theorem 5. If D is a derivation in PRT i of a positive sequent Γ a ⇒ A a , then there exists a primitive recursive function ϕ D , whose range is W q+1 , (q+1 being the number of formulas in Γ) such that, for all ρ and r:
For the proof, cut elimination ensures that our sequent has a derivation which includes only positive formulas; so we can proceed by induction to realize the axioms and logical rules. Constructions are similar to those of the previous internal realizability (see also [30] ); the only difference is that truth axioms are taken care by the relation of d a and by its closure properties; Pos-I W obviously requires primitive recursion. By the lower bound result and the previous section we therefore conclude:
Corollary 4. The provably total functions of PRT i +CD+UP+AC W and hence of S are exactly the primitive recursive functions. §8. Polytime induction, positive truth and choice. We introduce a 'bounded' applicative analog PTTC of PRTC, which will play the role of the usual arithmetical systems based on NP-notation induction ( [9] , [21] ) and will characterize polytime.
First of all, define
If t, s represent binary words, t ≤ s stands for the relation: "the length of t is at most the length of s". We also use standard abbreviations for bounded quantifiers; if x is not free in t,
A formula A is W -free if W does not occur in A; A is combinatory if it is W -free and does not contain T .
A is a Σ b 1 -formula, if it has the form: (∃x ≤ t)B, where B is positive combinatory.
Definition 9. The system PTTC comprises all axioms of PRTC, except that (i) positive notation induction Pos-I W is replaced by the schema Σ
where A(x) ≡ (∃y ≤ f x)B(f, x, y) and B is positive combinatory.
As before, we shall also consider intuitionistic subtheories of PTTC: (1) PTTC i is PTTC based on intuitionistic logic; (2) PTT i is PTTC i without choice; (3) PT i is PTT i without truth axioms. We also let F :=PTTC+T-UP+T-CD 18 ; F i is the corresponding intuitionistic theory.
Clearly, we have by induction on A:
The intuitionistic fragment PT i of PTTC proves that all polytime functions are total (in the sense that they assume binary words as values, if their inputs are binary words). Indeed, remind that a function F of binary words is defined by bounded recursion on notation iff there exist functions G, H, L such that:
Here a b is the truncation operator,
else. is definable in our language using definition by cases, subword test and word multiplication. The collection of polytime functions, FPTIME, is the smallest set of functions (on W) which is closed under composition, bounded primitive recursion on notation and comprises the constant function , binary successors, projections, word concatenation and word multiplication.
Proposition 4. Every polytime function is provably total in PT i .
For the proof, see [30] : induction for Σ b 1 -formulas yields a general form of recursion subsuming the schema above.
8.1. Negative Interpretation and TS-Elimination. We only sketch the main steps, pointing out the main differences with the primitive recursive system of the previous part.
In analogy with lemma 9, we have for the theory of definition 9:
(ii) F and F i + TS have the same provably total functions.
TS-elimination via forcing is slightly more delicate. Although the definition of forcing for F i + TS, the formula
is defined as in subsection 5.2, we need a strengthened version of Σ b 1 -bounded induction 19 , which nevertheless does not alter the computational strength of the theories involved.
where A(x) ≡ (∃y ≤ f x)B(f, x, y), B positive combinatory, C is positive toutcourt and x / ∈ F V (C).
(ii) The extended system F e i is PTT i together with the extended axioms Σ 
(ii) Moreover, if F i + TS proves (∀x ∈ W )(∃y ∈ W )T (axy), the same formula is provable in F e i . (iii) Hence F and F e i have the same provably total functions. The proof is similar to the one of theorem 2 (given the modifications required in interpreting induction). §9. External realizability with feasible functionals. For the final step, we quickly recall the definition of the Cook-Urquhart feasible functionals (for details, cf. [14] or the survey in [3] ).
First of all, we only consider functionals in F T → , the finite type hierarchy generated above the set of binary words by means of the function space constructor. So the collection of types is inductively represented by the standard symbols, generated from o by closing under application of →. We keep using 'type' also for 'type symbol'.
To each type we inductively assign its level :
By PV ω we understand the least class of functionals of finite type, which is closed under explicit definition, bounded recursion on notation and comprises a finite list of initial functionals (typically, binary predecessor and successors, definition by cases on the ground type, concatenation and word multiplication, subword test). Closure under bounded recursion on notation corresponds to the existence of a recursor R satisfying the equations:
where x = , a, x have type o, while g, f have types
The level of a functional is simply the level of its type. Then we can define:
Below we hinge upon the main result of [14] (cf. also theorem 5.2.1 in [3] ):
1 − sec(PV ω ) = FPTIME While the inclusion from right to left is immediate since the schemata generating FPTIME are special cases of those generating the feasible functionals, the converse is non-trivial and makes use of normalization for the associated typed lambda calculus (see [14] , theorems 6.16, 6.17).
Henceforth, when we claim that a sentence A is true (unqualifiedly), we understand that A holds in the open term model M(λη), T min . ρ, σ, ϕ, Θ ,Φ, Ψ, Ω will range over feasible functionals; the vector notation, e.g. ρ designates a (finite) sequence thereof. The uppercase symbols will be generally occur in functional position.
By a realizer we henceforth understand a sequence of feasible functionals. Φ( ρ) means: Φ 1 ( ρ), . . . Φ n ( ρ), where Φ is the sequence Φ 1 , . . . Φ n 20 As usual, the length ordering on binary words will be extended pointwise to arbitrary sequences (of the same length). If ρ ≡ ρ 1 , . . . , ρ n , σ ≡ σ 1 , . . . , σ n , ρ ≤ σ means ρ j ≤ σ j , for each j with 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
We now extend the realizability interpretation of 7.2 to the new context; of course, since we deal with arbitrary formulas, we need an infinitary clause for universally quantified formulas. If A is an arbitrary formula, we inductively define, using again the relation ρ t of definition 1: (ii) If B is positive combinatory and ρ mr B, then there exists a finite sequence ρ B such that ρ ≤ ρ B Proof. As to (i), observe that the functionals involved must have level 1; then apply theorem 7. (ii) is immediate once we note that, if B is positive combinatory, all atomic formulas have the same trivial realizer . Hence ρ B is a finite sequence of 's, 0's and 1's, which only depends on the logical complexity of B.
We say that F : W k → W is a polynomial iff F is definable (in the standard algebra of binary words) by a term t(x 1 , . . . , x k ), built up from variables by means of word concatenation, word multiplication, binary successors and the empty word. The following property (see [21] ) is useful below:
There exists a monotone polynomial Bd F majorizing F , i.e.
Lemma 23 (Substitution).
, and assume that every free variable of A occurs in the list x. Then there exists a realizer Φ A such that, for all t,
Proof. Although the definition of realizability is semantical, the proof is in many respects similar to that of the theorem 3. This holds in particular of the verifications of UP, AC and of CD. Note however that in verifying AC W , we apply the fact that each feasible functional of type o → o is definable in the open term model by a closed term (this is clear by theorem 7 and combinatory definability of recursive functions).
In general, all operations involving realizers have to be admissible for feasible functionals, and this may require non-trivial additional work (for instance, in the verification of disjunction axioms; details can be obtained from [14] , 8.6).
We only check that the extended induction schema Σ 
Observe that, due to the form of formulas involved, we have, for arbitrary binary words ρ, σ 21 such that σ mr A(ρ):
We want a realizer Φ such that Φ(ρ) mr A(ρ) ∨ C, where ρ is an arbitrary binary word and Φ has the form Φ 0 , Φ 1 , Φ 2 . This is done by simultaneous 21 The length of σ depends on the form of A(x). 
This ends the definition of the realizer 22 . It is straightforward to check by induction on ρ ∈ W that indeed Φ(ρ) realizes A(ρ) ∨ C.
In order to check that Φ is a sequence of feasible functionals, we prove that there exist bounding feasible functionals Ω(ρ) ≡ Ω 0 (ρ), Ω 1 (ρ), Ω 2 (ρ), such that, for all ρ ∈ W, Φ(ρ) ≤ Ω(ρ)
First of all, if we let Ω 0 (ρ) = 0 * 1, we immediately have that Φ 0 (ρ) ≤ Ω 0 (ρ). As to the bounding functions for Φ 1 and Φ 2 at the successor stage, let us consider case 1.2, where Λ 0 (ρ) = 0 = Φ 0 (ρ). By definition of realizability, we 22 Here is a possible alternative definition: A straightforward induction on ρ yields Φ(ρ) ≤ Ω(ρ) 24 . This completes the verification that Φ is an admissible realizer for the induction schema Σ Corollary 5. The provably total functions of F e i , extended with CD, UP and AC W (and hence of F) are exactly the polytime functions. §10. Final comments and problems. In this paper we have shown that adding suitable choice axioms and uniformity principles does not alter the recursive content of applicative theories naturally associated to primitive recursive functions and to polytime functions.
However, there is a significant difference between the results of §6 and those ending the previous section. In the first case, we have a formal elimination of choice and uniformity, which produces a conservativity theorem. This can even be sharpened; by cut elimination and asymmetric interpretation, we can show:
It follows that S is a conservative extension of PR with respect to formulas of the form (∀ x ∈ W )A, where A is T -free positive.
This should be contrasted with the result of § §8-9 and corollary 5, which only establish invariance with respect to the computational content of the theory. It is not difficult to observe that the method of the final section can be lifted to different theories, as soon as we have higher type systems extending FPSPACE, FLINSPACE and playing the same role as PV ω .
[30] contains hints in this direction and we conjecture that the problem has a positive answer.
Latterly, it also remains to investigate to what extent the results of this paper hold for systems based on forms of ramified or safe induction in the sense of [6] , [23] . If we restrict our consideration to polytime functions, we believe that a positive answer can be obtained by relying upon some higher type variant of the Bellantoni-Cook class (see [6] , [7] ).
